Jobs for Future Success
Some students desire to work part-time jobs in
order to attain money. Whether it be to help alleviate
ﬁnancial issues or merely because they want the extra
cash, pupils learn to balance their time between work
and school. These experiences teach them strategies
in life that can be incorporated in the future.
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Serving Up Responsibility

Being a teenager can be frustrating. With stress from school, friends, family and
other pressures, worrying about affording necessities and luxuries can be overwhelming. Thankfully, those who are old enough can apply for a part-time job.
Although the promise of earned money does sound enticing, it is important to acknowledge the commitment and discipline any job requires. Those who are considering a speciﬁc career can use a part-time job to preview what a lifetime career is like.
If people are interested in culinary arts or making simple pocket cash, the food service
industry satisﬁes both intentions.
For some, working a job truly brings forth latent qualities. Speciﬁcally in the food
service industry, these jobs have instilled strength and ambition.
“A job [is a] duty; you have to be ready [so that] once you step into the shop [you
should] forget [...] your concerns out of the shop [no matter how] badly you [did] in
school that day,” senior Jiayi Jiang said when asked to comment on tips gained from
his current cafe job.
Juggling a job with school can get extremely difﬁcult to manage; this is one of the
prime reasons students do not get part-time jobs.
“Everybody has 24 hours a day and seven days a week, it depends on how we manage
the time at school and work” Jiang said.
According to a Los Angeles Timesʼ article, Southern Methodist Universityʼs director
of admissions, Stephanie Dupaul, expressed support for jobs by noting them as reliable
markers of hard work and activity, especially in the summer.
“The value of teamwork was the greatest lesson I took away from [the job],” junior
Shirley Duong said.
Working for almost two months at a fast food restaurant, Duong remains optimistic for the future and recounts useful lessons taken from the experience.
By StaffWriter Michelle Paulino

Cradling for Cash

How Much Do You Know About Jobs?
1. What is the average amount of hours a high school student works?
A. 0-10

B. 10-20

C. 20-30

D. 30-40

2. How much money does the average high school babysitter earn per hour?
A. $5.00

B. $7.50

C. $9.50

D. $11.00

3. Under what age is the average restaurant employee?
A. 20

B.30

C. 40

D. 50

4. What is the most common subject that high schoolers tutor in?
C. Math

2. A

B.Science

D. Foreign Language

Answers: 1. B

3. B

A. English

Nearly all teenagers want to have enough money to get items they want and objects that
will make them look “cool.” Sadly, there comes a point for most where the “coolness”
is lost and parents refuse to give their teens any extra cash to spend. Once this point is
reached, teens will receive the classic line, “Get a job.”
The question afterwards is: What kind of job can I get as a high school student that will
get me a lot of money and fast? However, the question should also be: What job will give
me good experience for the future? Though there are many jobs that are satisfying payment-wise, there are only some that can give teenagers valuable life skills.
One job that is easy and will pay fairly well and can provide a good amount of life skills
is babysitting. While on the job, a babysitter will usually need to provide a meal for the
children, ﬁnd ways to entertain them and ensure that the children get to bed on time. Although this may equate to a lot of work to some, the job has plenty of beneﬁts, especially
if in a few years one wants to work with children.
“I want to work with children in the future. With babysitting, I am able to gain experience and learn more about how I can interact with them,” senior Sally Nong said.
Nong has experienced babysitting since she was in the second grade, babysitting her younger cousins; during this time, she did not get paid. Recently, Nong began to babysit the children of her ﬁfth-grade teacher and is now receiving payment.
“The most enjoyable part of babysitting is just taking care of the children and learning
something new about them every time I get to see them,” Nong said.
Though Nong has only been a paid babysitter for a short time, she
will be more than likely able to get more jobs in the future because
she already has this experience and can honestly say she loves her job.
“You [deﬁnitely] gain experience! It is pretty satisfying because you leave knowing that
you made the parentsʼ life that much easier just by taking care of their children for a few
hours,” Nong said.
By StaffWriter Sarah Takhar

Teaching the Virtues of Life

As a student in high school with free time, there are plenty of opportunities to make an
income. An obvious option like tutoring allows students to exercise their skills in subjects
they excel in, such as math, English or history. Tutoring is deﬁnitely a job for those looking
to pursue a career in education.
Getting started usually takes a little talking to with a guidance counselor or reaching out
to any tutoring organization on campus. Anyone looking to start their own tutoring business
can get themselves out there with an advertisement and informing friends and parents know
that theyʼre available for the job.
A love of teaching drives most along the tutoring road; sometimes helping kids and setting
an example is all the motivation one needs. “What keeps me going is when the kids actually listen to what I have to say,” junior Raydon Lam said. Additionally, they normally look
into certain subjects that they excel in and have a knack at explaining so itʼs not incredibly
difﬁcult.
However, while the money parents love to allot to their childrenʼs education is rewarding,
the job does have its downs. Being stuck in the same building- assuming one is working at
their own school- can be straining and boring.
Patience is a virtue, especially when the kids who really need the help are coming for it. “When
the kids have a short attention span and they donʼt listen, it can be irritating,” Lam said. So,
when it seems kids donʼt have the desire to learn, the job has the potential to be frustrating.
Age plays an important role, too- the younger they are the more one has to work to get the
point across. “I teach kids ﬁve to ten so it can be kind of hard.”
Overall, tutoring provides a good taste for high schoolers of what itʼs like to be a teacher.
By StaffWriter Astrid Tovar
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